The article deals with the problems of the occurrence and formation of gully erosion in the Myjava catchment. Gully erosion is a significant problem in that region of Slovakia. Together with this type of soil erosion, muddy floods, waste ground, economic losses in agriculture, and many other problems are involved. The main objectives of this article are an analysis of the occurrence of gully erosion in the Myjava region in different periods of time and identification of the most significant factors that have impacted the formation of the gully network. The appearance of gully erosion has been identified from historical maps and other historical documents preserved from the region. The factors analysed were mainly human activities that resulted in changes in land use and physical-geographic catchment characteristics such as the soil, the geology, and the morphology. Nowadays, we are seriously lagging behind in dealing with this issue compared to other European countries.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the term "soil degradation" is frequently discussed in the field of environmental protection. Soil erosion is one of the most crucial problems that cause soil degradation and losses. In certain regions of the Slovak Republic, water and wind erosion can especially be identified (Hlavčová, 2011) . Water erosion is a continual process; it results in thinning the soil profile, loosening fine soil particles and nutrients, and degrading the soil structure and texture. It can also cause significant changes in a water regime. According to Borka (1988) , the term "soil erosion" is understood to relate to changes in a landscape's structure (denudation, transport, and accumulation), especially by human activities combined with water or wind. Water erosion can be divided into several forms, and gully erosion is one of the most intensive. The formation of gullies is quite a slow process. It starts when the kinetic energy of rain causes the sheet form of erosion, thereby resulting in thinning of the soil layer and the appearance of small channels. The destruction of the top of the soil layer appears after a longer period. During heavy rains, these smaller channels are gradually connected to more significant depressions called rills. The last stage is the formation of a gully through the connection of several rills. As a result of these erosion features, a large number of soil particles, nutrients and also hazardous chemicals (pesticides and different types of fertilizers), are transported and accumulate on lower parts of slopes (Ilavská, Jambor, Lazúr, 2005) .
According to time-area criteria, erosion gullies are divided into permanent and ephemeral. While ephemeral gullies can be removed by tillage, permanent gullies need to be stabilized. In this contribution, we will focus on the formation and identification of permanent gullies, which create a continuous network in some areas (Holý, 1978) . The densest networks of gullies can be located on hilly lands and lower highlands. Gullies are also found in areas with lower resistance to stream processes (Hofierka, 2005) . Authors such as Stankoviansky (2004) , Hofierka (2005) , Papčo (2011) , and Midriak (2011) have published scientific papers on the formation of gully erosion on the territory of Slovakia. This paper focuses on an analysis of the gully erosion that occurs in the Myjava river basin, which has been described in Stankoviansky ( , 2004 Stankoviansky ( , 2008 Stankoviansky ( , 2010 . Many slopes with a high degree of steepness and dry valleys are located in this basin. A large number of gullies are located in a relatively small area. It is evident that this region has significantly been stricken by gully erosion, as shown in Fig. 1 . This gully erosion map was produced in the 1960s by Bučko and Mazurová (1958) . They divided the territory of Slovakia onto a square network and measured the density of gullies in the individual squares.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MYJAVA CATCHMENT
The Myjava catchment is located in western Slovakia; part of the catchment borders on the Czech Republic. The Myjava River and its tributaries form a river network with a length of 79 km; the size of the whole catchment is 625 km 2 . The landscape is strongly affected by human activity; the most significant changes in the land use can mainly be seen in the Myjava highlands. These changes result from the period of "kopaničiarska" colonization (16 th -18 th centuries) with its extensive deforestation and the period of agricultural collectivization (1940 -1990) . Most of the catchment has undergone typical rapid runoff processes, which produce mud floods and cause rills and gully erosion. The southern part of the watershed is located in the Brodská lowlands, where the effects of water erosion are minimal.
The area under study belongs to a less rugged geomorphological entity. The northern part of the river basin is mostly formed by the White Carpathian Mountains; the Myjavská and Chvojnická high-lands are in the middle part, while the Borská lowland is in the southern part (Fig. 2) . The geological structure of the river basin is 30% grey siltstone and claystone. Its higher parts are mostly represented by cambisol with pararendzinas, dolomites, and marls; conglomerates mostly appear in the eastern part. The lowlands are formed by calcium clays, silts deposited by the Morava River (fluvisol, regosol), and gravel. The most frequently occurring kinds of soil are clay soil, which is mostly located in the northern part of the river basin, and sandy soil in the southern regions.
Most of the area lies in a warm or mild region with an annual average air temperature of 10°C and where a northerly -northwesterly wind flow with a maximum average speed of 60 km.h -1 dominates. The average annual precipitation in the river basin is 550-600 mm and around 900 -1000 mm in the northern parts. The natural vegetation is mainly forest communities, which are mostly represented by deciduous forests, while mixed and coniferous forests are located in higher parts of the river basin .
SETTLEMENT OF THE AREA AND GULLY FORMATION
Human effects in the region are closely connected with the cultivation of soil, producing grain, the domestication and breeding of animals, the manufacture of wooden tools and pottery, and constructing dwellings. This conscious use of the land is called the "Neolithic revolution" (roughly 12,000 years ago). Areas for constructing dwellings were cleared. These interventions in the region led to the creation of various linear pathways of runoff, which eventually led to erosion that caused gullies or ravines (Kvitkovič, 2005) .
Nowadays, the Myjava catchment belongs among the areas most endangered by gully erosion. By the 18th century, people already realized that problems with deforestation were connected with gully erosion. The primary settling of the Myjava catchment was connected with the construction of the Branč castle and adjacent villages, which changed the natural character of the region to cultivated land. The second settlement phase was connected with the "kopaničiarska" colonization, which, as mentioned above, developed from the 16th to the 18th centuries (Tab.1). Colonization also started in the higher and more remote parts of the catchment; it was connected with the cultivation of fields, meadows, and pastures and also with intensive deforestation of the natural forest communities (Žarnovičan, 2008) . The region has characteristic narrow, mosaic fields, which are regularly rotated and are used as agricultural land, meadows, pastures, and forest communities (Heinrichová, 2012) . The Myjava highlands is a region where the intensive "kopaničiarska" settlement caused extreme gully erosion.
Fig. 1
Occurrence of the network of permanent gullies (the Myjava river basin is highlighted) by Bučko, Mazúrová (1958) in Stankoviansky, Pišút (2011) Some theories assert that the area had already been stricken by erosion in the 14th century during the Little Ice Age, which was before intensive settlement of those lands (Stankoviansky, 2004) . Stankoviansky opined that the current relief appearance of most of the Myjavská highlands is the result of the combined effects of agricultural activity (mostly plowing) and acceleration of the surface runoff. In the region of Brezová pod Bradlom (the Myjava highlands in the Brezová Carpathians), the effect of extreme precipitation (floods in 1736, 1737, 1783, 1784, 1792, 1813, 1815, and 1820) caused the formation of gullies together with melting snow [1] .
Fig. 2 Location of the Myjava catchment in Slovakia
Another negative phenomenon related to the settlement and deforestation of the area was the occurrence of abandoned lands (badlands). The collectivization of agriculture in the 20th century had a significant impact on the already devastated soil. Land consolidation led to the destruction of terraces, which belonged among the most valuable landscape elements. The creation of very large agricultural fields influenced the occurrence of mud floods and the formation of gullies during intense rainfalls .
Badlands are soils where as a result of human activity, the permanent vegetation cover (mostly forests) was removed, and as a result of subsequent processes (wind and water erosion and the mining of mineral resources), the soil profile has been depleted or removed (Midriak, 2011) . The "badlands" theme has been discussed by other authors in the last decade (see Du Pisani (2003) , Midriak (2003) , Boerma (2006) , Goudie, Boardman (2010) , etc.) The Myjava highlands and the White Carpathians belong among the regions most afflicted by badlands in Slovakia (Fig. 3) . Nowadays, on the basis of research, there is an assumption of gully erosion, especially on badlands, that was created by heavy industrialization. They are mainly abandoned heaps on soil where mining in a quarry was finished, as well as the forest soil fund and soil that was devastated by the transport of heavy military machinery. These places that have steeper terrain slopes face a real danger of landslides and rill or sheet erosion and gullies (Midriak, 2011) .
The importance of gully erosion can also be proved by some settlements whose names include words meaning small streams or gullies. The creation of a gully is often connected with anthropogenic activities, e.g., the building of linear features such as roads for fields or the borders of agricultural parcels. Some gullies are marked on historical maps as temporary streams. From a historical point of view, the mouths of valleys represented an entrance door to the mountains, which then led to the construction of forest roads that eventually transformed into ephemeral or permanent gullies (Pišút, 2016) . Mud floods are also an accompanying phenomenon of gully erosion. The most significant mud floods in the Myjava catchment were detected in the year 2009; the villages of Kunov and Prietrž were the most affected ( Fig. 4) (Stankoviansky, 2010) .
MATERIAL AND METHOD
As a significant landscape factor, gullies have their place in cartographic documents. Maps mainly document gully erosion from the period of the 1st military mapping (1763-1785, when Slovakia was in the Austro-Hungarian Empire), subsequent military maps as well as newer cartographic maps (Papčo, 2005) . The role of the military mapping was to simplify the orientation in a terrain during military operations, so gullies were an obstacle that did not have to be drawn on the map. For that reason, some gullies were omitted because they were not relevant for military purposes (Klein, 2002) .
In this study, the appearance of gullies was analyzed in different periods (Fig. 5) ; we subsequently created a map of the gully erosion for each time horizon. The identification and vectorization of gullies were created on the map from the first military mapping (1763-1785, i.e., 1. MM), the 3rd military mapping (1869-1887, i.e., 3. MM), a topographic map on a scale of 1:25,000 (1953 ( -1957 , and a basic map of the SR on a scale of 1:50,000 (2000, i.e., BM 50). The vectorization of the gullies was made using the ArcGIS program.
In the process of the vectorization of the gullies, we focused on the occurrence of the gullies and their lengths and areas, which were drawn on the maps. On the map from the 1st military mapping, the identification of gullies was more laborious because of the low graphic quality of the map (Fig. 5a ). For this period we identified and vectorized 215 gullies with a total length of 118 km and a density of 0.19 km / km 2 . However, in terms of the quality of the maps and the purposes of military mapping, some gullies were not marked. Most of the gullies were located in the Myjava highlands (around 146).
On the maps from the 3rd military mapping (1869-1883), the identification of the gullies was more explicit. The process of identification was more complicated because these maps are available only as black and white copies. We identified and vectorized 511 gullies with a total length of 209 km and a density of 0.33 km / km 2 . Again, most of the gullies were located in the Myjava highlands (around 269). Janečko (1955) , Midriak (2011) . Fig. 4 Mud flood in Kunov 2009 (Stankoviansky, 2010) On the topographical map from the middle of the 20th century (1953-1957) on a scale of 1:25,000, we identified the most significant number of gullies, i.e., 754. It is interesting to note that despite a 50 % growth in gullies in comparison with the 3rd military mapping, we observed a decrease in the total length of the gullies and only a minimal increase in their areas. This fact can be explained by how gullies are drawn on topographical maps. In many cases the gullies were only marked as a line (loss of area). On the other hand, most of the gullies are presently in forests, which resulted in a more laborious mapping of the total lengths (loss in lengths).
Fig. 3 Appearance of badlands in the SR by
On the basic map of the SR on a scale of 1:50,000, we identified and vectorized 475 gullies, which were approximately 300 gullies fewer than in the middle of the 20th century. Many gullies located on the BM 50 were located in densely forested areas, where it was not possible to identify them. A significant decrease in gullies was detected in the areas of the White and Small Carpathians. The density of the occurrence of gullies in this period is around 0.34 km / km 2 . However, the scale of the map and the purposes for its use had the greatest effect on the decrease in gullies identified.
RESULTS OF THE VECTORIZATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE GULLY EROSION
The identification of the gullies that are the subject of this paper is documented in Tab.2. The localization of the gullies in the individual geomorphological units in the catchment is shown in Tab.3.
The density of the erosion gullies in some districts even reaches higher values (Stankoviansky, 2010) . He points out a network of permanent gullies of the badland region near the village of Vaďovce with a density of 11 km/km 2 (Fig. 6a ). Another example of badlands in the Myjava catchment is Periska in the Brezovské Carpathians (Fig. 6b ) (Midriak, 1966) . In comparison with the 1st military mapping, we observed the most significant growth of gullies in the White Carpathians. In all the mapping periods, the region most damaged by gullies is the Myjavska highlands. Based on the identification of the gullies (Tab. 2) and their localization within the geomorphological units (Tab. 3), a map of the gully erosion for all the mapping periods was created. The areas of the gullies estimated from the maps is documented in (Tab. 4). The results of this analysis represent a historical network of the gullies.
Tab. 2 Identification of the gullies on the historic maps
It is evident from Fig. 8 that the gully erosion in the Myjava catchment is mostly situated in the Myjava highlands, part of the Small Carpathians, and the western part of the Chvojnická highlands. (Stankoviansky, 2003) , 6b) Badlands in the Brezovské Carpathians -Periská (Midriak, 1966) On the TM 25 map, we can also see that they increased in the northern parts of the territory. It is also evident that in the middle of the 20 th century, 30% of the Myjava catchment was endangered by gully erosion. In the case of the BM 50, we can see a decrease in the areas subject to gully erosion. This decrease was caused by difficulties with the identification of gullies located in forested areas (mostly in the territory of the White Carpathians). In the present, a third of the catchment is still endangered by gully erosion. Fig. 8 shows the extent of gully erosion based on the Atlas of the Landscape of the SR (Bučko, Mazurová, 1958) .
Fig. 6a) The network of permanent gullies of the badlands near the village of Vaďovce

Tab. 3 Localization of gullies in the geomorphological units
IMPACT OF DIFFERENT FACTORS ON THE CREATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF GULLY EROSION IN THE MYJAVA CATCHMENT
In the next part of the research, we analysed the occurrence of the gullies as related to land use, geology, soil types, and climate. The land use maps were processed by the identification and vectorization of the land use or land cover categories on the selected maps (1. MM, TM 25). Other factors were identified according to the maps in the Atlas of the Landscape of the SR, with the focus on the soil and geological catchment characteristics. The soil characteristics were represented by the soil types and textures. The geology was characterized by a division of the catchment into geological regions. The catchment consists of 9 geological regions that were attacked by gully erosion. Only the northern part of the area is almost homogeneous and includes flysch rocks. The occurrence of the gullies was processed using the ArcGIS program. The description of the changes in land use in the Myjava catchment is described in Valent et al. (2016) . The percentual representation of the selected land use categories for the maps of 1. MM, TM 25, and the current land use from the Corine Land Cover vector data (2010, i.e., CLC) is shown in Tab.5. The CLC provides current satellite land use data for 38 European countries.
In the period of the 1st military mapping (1.MM), almost 88% of the gullies were located on arable lands, and only 12% occurred in forested areas or grasslands. In the middle of the 20th century (TM 25), this ratio had significantly changed. Almost 72% of the gullies detected were covered with vegetation (coniferous forest, deciduous forest, forest-scrub, and low grasses); 27% occurred on arable lands; and only 1% of the gullies occurred in urban areas. The 3rd military map (3. MM) is only preserved in black and white, and vectorization of the land use on that map was not possible. The described results are shown in (Tab.6).
Based on the soil texture, almost the whole catchment belongs among regions where loamy soils are representative. The most representative soil types are cambisol and brown soil. The occurrence of gullies according to the soil characteristics is shown in Tab.7. The most intensive occurrence of the erosion gullies is evident on the cambisol, luvisol, and rendzinas soils. Cambisol soils, which are mostly located on slopes, are, in terms of their ecological stability, often eroded, which leads to the forming of gullies, thereby endangering water resources. There are also fragments of rendzinas in the cambisol soils, which also belong among soils significantly threatened by gully erosion. More than three quarters of the badlands on the Slovak territory are connected to the cambisol and rendzinas soil types. Nowadays, these soils are mainly forested (Midriak, 2011) . Brown soils were initially mostly forested, but under the influence of the "kopaničiarska" colonization, the majority of the brown soils are used as arable lands. Brown soils, especially on undulating terrains, are often eroded in periods of rainstorms. Also, luvisol soils originally belonged to the forested soils, but in the past, they were deforested and used for crop cultivation or animal breeding. These soils represent ideal conditions for water erosion (Bedrna, 1968) , especially on the Myjava highland relief. Tab. 8 compares the badlands in Slovakia according to Midriak (2011) and the gully erosion in the Myjava catchment. In the table, we document the connection between the badlands, gullies, and soil types.
Tab. 7 Occurrence of gullies based on soil types
The mentioned soil types mainly occur on medium heavy and heavy soils, which were mostly forested in the past. Gully erosion is most frequently detected on loamy soils (medium-heavy soils), e.g., Tab. 9 (Bedrna, 1968) 
CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on the influences that have caused gully erosion in the Myjava River catchment. The Myjava catchment contains a lot of valleys and ravines. There is a significant network of gullies and erosion furrows, the occurrence and formation of which we have monitored on historical maps. The first map that shows the catchment in more detail is the First Military Mapping, which was designed to map routes for military operations. For this reason, not all the gullies were marked on the map. Two hundred gullies were identified, the formation of which was influenced by the Little Ice Age and anthropogenic factors.
Human activities have affected the area in terms of changes in the landscape´s structure. During the "kopaničiarska" colonization, the deforesting of the area occurred, which made ideal conditions for the formation of gullies. Nearly 90% of the detected gullies were connected to arable lands. The map from the 3rd Military Mapping shows a 50 % growth in gullies, since it is a more detailed cartographic map. Another map used for the analysis was a topographical map (TM25) on a scale of 1:25, 000 from the middle of the 20th century, where we can again observe a significant increase in gullies, mostly on the territory of the White Carpathians. From the point of view of the land use, the occurrence of gullies has changed, and approximately three quarters of the erosion gullies are now located on land that was covered by vegetation (deciduous forests, coniferous forests, scrub, and grass). The last map used was a basic map of the SR on a scale of 1: 50,000, Tab. 8 Comparing the badlands and occurrence of gullies, in terms of soil types. where we identified 475 gullies. Compared with the TM 25, a lot of the gullies were located on high-density forested areas, which makes their identification close to impossible. Based on the completed analysis, we made a map of the gully erosion threats for the monitored period and area, which were compared with a map made by AKSR. Together with extreme rain phenomena and human activities, the character of the region (e.g., soil types and slopes of terrains) also has a huge effect on the occurrence of gullies. The slope of the terrain is most significant in parts of the Myjavska highlands, which in each period were attacked by the erosion of the gullies. From our identification and subsequent analysis, we concluded that in a slope terrain area with an occurrence of medium heavy and heavy soil, significant gully erosion occurred, which was affected by intensive agricultural work. The soil types most attacked on the cultivated slopes and badlands are the cambisol, luvisol, and rendosol.
Badlands in Slovakia (Midriak, 2011) % of occurrence Gully erosion in Myjava catchment % of occurrence
From the analysis made in this contribution, it is evident that the formation of gullies is a combination of many factors. There is a sig-nificant correlation between the origin of badlands and destroyed agricultural land. The occurrence of gully erosion is more frequent on badland soils because of accelerated surface runoff. A large amount of the gullies were formed due to human activities and were connected by linear elements (field roads, forest roads, terraces, or slope deforesting and subsequent use as agricultural lands). However, in the period of the settlement of lands, more gullies were already located, which confirms that a significant role in erosion is played by climatic factors together with land characteristics.
